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	Running Linux, Fourth Edition, 9780596002725 (0596002726), O'Reilly, 2002
This is a book about Linux, a free, open source operating system that's changing the world of
computing. In this book, we show how you can completely change the way you work with
computers by exploring a powerful and free operating system. Linux goes against
the traditional computing mainstream, being developed by a loosely organized group of
thousands of volunteers across the Internet. Linux started as a real underground movement —
guerrilla hacking, if you will — and brings a lot of excitement, discovery, and selfempowerment
back into today's corporate-dominated computing culture. We invite you to
dive in, enjoy yourself, and join the throng of people who know what it means to tweak your
dot clocks and rdev your kernel image.

The Zen quote at the beginning of this preface summarizes our philosophy in this book. We're
targeting readers who are inquisitive and creative enough to delve full-tilt into the world of
Linux, and who want to get at the heart of the system. Linux represents a rebellion against
commercial operating systems, and many of its users like living on the edge of the latest
technological trends. Of course, the casual reader can set up and run a Linux system (or
hundreds of them!) without much trouble, but the purpose of this book is to dig more deeply
into the system — to bring you completely into the Linux mentality, to reach Linux
"enlightenment." Rather than gloss over messy details, we explain the concepts by which the
system actually works so that you can troubleshoot problems on your own. By sharing the
accumulated expertise of several Linux experts, we hope to give you enough confidence to
call yourself a true Linux Guru. (Your first koan: what is the sound of one user hacking?)
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Allergy, Asthma, and Immune Deficiency , An Issue of Primary Care Clinics in Office Practice, 1e (The Clinics: Internal Medicine)Saunders, 2008

	This issue is intended aid the physician’s understanding of common allergic and immunologic diseases seen in a primary care practice and also to present the latest information about these problems. In addition to asthma, the issue includes discussions of allergic rhinitisâ€•one of the most common chronic diseasesâ€•and urticaria,...


		

Applications & Services in Wireless Networks (Innovative Technology Series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2002
The main challenge in providing mobile users with acceptable real-time multimedia
communication is to provide quality of service support in the context of i)
heterogeneous mobile communication networks, ii) a vast number of different
media formats and codecs, iii) a heterogeneous world of mobile terminals, and iv)
a large...

		

iPhone Forensics: Recovering Evidence, Personal Data, and Corporate AssetsO'Reilly, 2008
"This book is a must for anyone attempting to examine the iPhone. The level of forensic detail is excellent. If only all guides to forensics were written with this clarity!" -Andrew Sheldon, Director of Evidence Talks, computer forensics experts With iPhone use increasing in business networks, IT and security professionals face a serious...




	

Pattern Cutting for Clothing Using CAD: How to Use Lectra Modaris Pattern Cutting Software (Woodhead Publishing Series in Textiles)Woodhead Publishing, 2012

	The invention of computer aided design (CAD) has revolutionised pattern cutting for clothing. Lectra’s Modaris pattern cutting software is a key tool in pattern production. Using a practical approach and clear examples throughout, Pattern cutting for clothing using CAD is an essential guide for all users of Lectra Modaris.
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XML Programming: Web Applications and Web Services With JSP and ASPApress, 2002

	A fast-moving, concise introduction to XML technologies for all programmers, no matter what their programming language (Java, VB, VBScript, C, C++, Python, and JavaScript), with exercises and solutions in every chapter.


	This book is for programmers—people who are used to reading, writing, and

	debugging code. We assume that...

		

Essentials of Radio Wave Propagation (The Cambridge Wireless Essentials Series)Cambridge University Press, 2008
If you need to maximize efficiency in wireless network planning, this quick reference guide to an increasingly complex and difficult topic is for you.  Using real-world case studies, practical problems and minimum mathematics, the author explains simply and clearly how to predict signal strengths in a variety of situations.  More sophisticated...
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